How Candy Wrappers Motivated a School to Stand Up Against Marine Debris
and other case studies from NOAA’s Ocean Guardian School Program
Presenting: Seaberry Nachbar | Regional Education Coordinator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Office of National Marine Sanctuaries
Background: The NOAA Ocean Guardian School program works with K-12 schools to implement stewardship projects focused on watersheds, the ocean and
special areas like national marine sanctuaries. The school makes a commitment to ocean conservation and protection and then develops and implements a project
that inspires changes in environmental stewardship behavior in their school community and beyond. The program was developed in 2009 and to date has worked
with over 100 schools and 5,000 students. This investment has led to large impacts that “guard” our ocean and protect resources, including: 123,189 pounds of
trash removed; 108,857 plastic bottles kept out of the landfill; and 7,870 reusable bags distributed to students to replace single-use plastic bags.
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Goleta Family School – Santa Barbara, CA

Pacific Grove Middle School – Pacific Grove, CA

Scotts Valley High School – Scotts Valley, CA

Introduction
Students from Goleta
Family School stood
up to marine debris
by challenging a local
restaurant to switch
from individual mints
wrapped in plastic to
a bulk alternative.
As a part of their weekly beach clean-up at their local beach, the Goleta
Family students noticed an increase in the amount of plastic waste on the
beach and soon determined the source, the nearby restaurant. They were
able to work with the owners of the restaurant to change their purchasing
practices which resulted in a reduction of plastic found on the beach and
an opportunity to show that small changes in behavior can lead to large
impacts on the ocean environment.
Summary
The Goleta Family School
continues to be environmental
leaders in their community.
The school recently imposed a
Ziploc bag ban on the school
campus which has resulted in
over 1,200 plastic bags
eliminated from the landfill
and marine environment. In
addition, the school has
created
Waste
Free
Wednesdays, a campaign that
targets students, parents, and
community
members
in
eliminating litter from lunches
every Wednesday of the week.

Introduction
Students from Pacific Grove Middle School were fed up with latex
balloons littering their beach so they pushed for community action
by changing city and school policies. The students of Pacific Grove
Middle School took their stewardship pledge to heart and adopted a local
beach, where weekly beach clean-ups became part of the school
day. However, they were surprised one day, to see a large arch of latex
balloons littering the beach. The source of the balloon arch became clear
after their teacher happened to witness the accidental release of the balloon
arch during the City Fair. Empowered with this knowledge and a passion
for the environment, the students took action by pushing for City and
School District policy changes. Students presented at both the City
Council and the District School board meetings to inform the members of
their discovery and ask for changes that would result in a latex free
environment.

Introduction
Students from Scotts Valley High School
recently piloted NOAA’s Marine Debris
Toolkit for Educators in effort to cleanup their local beach. The students at Scotts
Valley High School took swift action against
marine debris through participating in a
student-led citizen science project. During
their first beach clean-up, students were
shocked by how much plastic debris they
found on a local beach (frequented by locals
and tourists).
In effort to reduce the amount of waste found along this stretch of shoreline,
Scotts Valley High students conducted a thorough clean-up and collected
data to submit to a scientific database: the Marine Debris Monitoring &
Assessment Project (developed and maintained by NOAA’s Marine Debris
Program). In doing so, these students contributed valuable data to a national
database that helps to track the progress of existing marine debris
prevention initiatives and identifies targets for future mitigation efforts.
Summary
Scotts Valley High
students have high
hopes for the data
they collected through
this pilot program. In
the near future, these
students
will
be
presenting their data
to the city council to
inspire
community
members to lead more
sustainable lifestyles
and bring awareness
to how our actions on
land can lead to
harmful effects in the
ocean, and to

Summary
The Environmental Leadership team at Pacific Grove Middle School
successfully lobbied for a ban on both latex and Mylar balloons at all City
sponsored events. The City Council approved the ban and to this day does
not allow any event to have balloons. In addition, the students were able to
work with school board members to ban the use of balloons on all school
campuses in the Pacific Grove School District.

A lasting impact:
“The children wrote letters to a local restaurant located on the beach asking
them to stop offering mints with plastic wrappers, because we found a lot of
wrappers on our beach exploration with Jack Johnson and Explore
Ecology. In response to the student letters, they stopped serving plasticwrapped mints and toothpicks.” – Teacher, Goleta Family School

Serving as change makers in their community:
“Kids are amazing. They love the ocean, they
love the planet and they very much want to take
care of it.” – Teacher, Pacific Grove Middle
School

Building future ocean stewards:
“When our students come up to us saying things like: “When do we get to work
on the Marine Debris Program again? It makes me feel like I'm doing something
important” – Teacher, Scotts Valley High School
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